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Q1 A. // define the following (5 only) 

• The program 

• Data 

• Central processing unit 

• Transistor 

• Software 

• Control unit 

 

Q1 B. // convert the following to binary form (4 only) 

(5)10 = (                                  )2 

(33 )10 = (                                  )2 

(14)10 = (                                  )2 

(19)10 = (                                  )2 

(10)10 = (                                  )2 

Q2 //  discuss briflly one of the computer generation. 

Q3 answer the following 

A// draw the block diagram of the hardware. 

B// what are the output  devise, list three of them?     

C// What are the quantity of information we can represent in 4 bit? 

Q4 A.// Name three of the operating systems and What are the main function of it. 

Q4 B.// Define desktop and what are the main functions of it. 

Q5 A.// Answer with true or false (5 only) 
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1. A computer system is a machine that accept a large number quantities of data. 

2. The ENIAC is Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computers. 

3. A Zip Disk is a STORAGE device. 

4. First generation computers used vacuum tubes to provide electronic circuits. 

5. Cache disk is placed outside the CPU. 

6. We Can use the physical components of a computer without the need for software 

components. 

7. Hyperid computer type of computers combine the features of analog and digital 

computers. 

Q5 B.// Answer the following (5 Only) 

1. The term “system” is: 

a. A group of integrated parts that the common purpose of achieving same 

objectives 

b. A group of Registry that save sum instruction 

c. A group of integrated parts that have pictures 

d. A group of hardwere that works together to acheve some results 

2. The organazation of computer system components are: 

a. Input & output 

b. Hardware & software 

c. Program & instruction 

d. Vacuum tube 

3. Punched cards were used for input of both data and programs was used 

in 

a. First generation 

b. Second generation 
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c. Third generation 

d. Super computers 

4. To set the time, follow: 

a. Control Panel\Clock, Language, and Region\Date and time 

b. Toolbar\Date and time 

c. Control Panel\Clock 

d. Control Panel\Clock, Language, and Region\user acount 

5. Any of the following devices known as computer brains? 

a. central processing unit 

b. Hard 

c. flash memory 

d. Motherboards 

6. Any of the following devices are Read only Memory? (Choose Two) 

a. BIOS 

b. RAM 

c. Hard Drive 

d. CD 
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